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Rye bread

Rye bread is one of the traditional 
dishes of Latvia. It is very unique, 
because in many places only white 
bread is found.



Ventspils
Ventspils is one of the

most beautiful cities in
Latvia. It has various
natural objects - flower
sculptures, fountains.
The city has many
historic buildings and is
very well maintained.



The song and dance festival

• The Song and Dance Festival
is a traditional cultural event
in Latvia. This festival is a
part of the Latvian national
identity, usually it takes
place once in five years in
Riga.



Jurkalne

 There is an impressive
natural object in
Jurkalne. It is the
steepest coast in Latvia.
Its height: 20 meters.



Cape Kolka

 Cape Kolka is a place that
separates the Baltic Sea and
the Gulf of Riga. It is a place
where two sea waves
collide.



Skaņaiskalns 
nature park
 It is a place in

Mazsalaca, where
there are many
unique natural
objects. There are
many caves and
sandstone outcrops.



What defines latvians?

 I think that Latvians are characterized by the fact that they are very worried about various problems, which are mostly not so important.
Latvians sometimes simplify quite a lot and thus get a worse result. However, we are persistent, striving to achieve the set goals. Latvians use
public transport quite a bit, but travel more with their personal car. We also have a habit of criticizing others and sometimes thinking that we
are the best. However, we criticize ourselves quite often, thinking that we cannot and cannot do anything, and that everything goes so well for
others, but not for ourselves. We are usually afraid to have something to dare and start doing. Latvians also have a pronounced habit of being
separate from others. We are indicating our territory, but in other countries it can be observed that people do not distance themselves from
others and are more friendly. Latvians have great respect for their culture and holidays. We like to see various natural objects of our country
and appreciate the Latvian natural landscape as the best in the world.


